Before the survey is administered, its questions should be field tested to ensure their reliability and validity. Survey design is an iterative process, and questions may need to be rearranged and/or rewritten.

**General tips for writing good survey questions that avoid common errors include:**

For questions asking about a specific period of time:
- Provide a specific timeframe to ensure that all respondents have the same period of time in mind;
- Use shorter timeframes for more frequent activities and longer timeframes for infrequent behaviors;
- Avoid asking too many of these types of questions; and
- If you must include these types of questions, place them at the end of the survey.

Regarding the general wording of questions:
- Use preexisting questions proven reliable and valid;
- Avoid asking about more than one concept in a single question;
- Avoid making assumptions in the questions;
- Avoid using general and imprecise terms when you can; and
- Avoid jargon and complex language.

**Collecting and Analyzing Data**
All of the decisions you have made about your survey up to this point will affect your response rate. Although there is no agreed upon value for a “good” response rate, in general, every effort should be made to incentivize participants to complete their surveys. Common incentives include raffles, small cash incentives, and other prizes.

**Selecting a Sample**
Depending on the size and geographic spread of your target population you may need to use a representative sample of the survey population instead. The representative sample of survey participants must be carefully and randomly selected. Otherwise, bias is introduced into the results, which limits your ability to make inferences about the larger population based on the sample. In other words, selection bias can be introduced because the respondents differ in some fundamental way from the overall population of interest, like they’re more likely...
motivated to answer a survey to express their like or dislike of a program relative to others in the target population.

As a result, opt-in surveys and convenience samples that are selected based on membership in an organization or proximity to a specific location should be avoided, as they share a common weakness: there is no direct theoretical support for using them to describe the characteristics of the larger target population.

Determining Sample Size
Once you’ve decided to use a sample to analyze your target population, you will need to decide how many survey responses you will need. In order for your survey data to yield meaningful results, your sample should neither be too large nor too small, and the specific number will depend on several different variables. As you determine what your sample size will be, take the following into consideration:

Population size: What is the size of my target population? Typically, larger target populations require larger sample sizes.

Confidence Interval (Margin of Error): How much error am I willing to allow?
In light of the fact that no sample will perfectly represent the larger population, the researcher must decide how much higher or lower than the actual population average they are willing to let the average within their sample fall. The margin of error determines the maximum and minimum amounts by which the sample results differ from the actual population and is usually expressed as plus or minus some percentage.

**Example**
Let’s say you administered a survey where 50% of respondents floss daily with a margin of error of plus or minus 3% (50% +/- 3%). This result means that you are confident that between 47% and 53% of people in your total target population floss daily.

Confidence Level: How confident do I want to be that the average for the total population falls within my confidence interval?
The confidence level tells you how sure you can be that the true average for your total target population lies within the confidence interval. Confidence levels are typically expressed as percentages, with 90%, 95%, and 99% being the most common.

Below is a table that shows what different sample sizes might look like based on the margin of error for a survey with a confidence level of 99%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>5% Margin of Error</th>
<th>2.5% Margin of Error</th>
<th>1% Margin of Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>2.098</td>
<td>6,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>2.585</td>
<td>14,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>2.640</td>
<td>16,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>2.647</td>
<td>16,317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interpreting Data**
Remember that correlation does not equal causation. Survey data can reveal relationships between things, but they cannot say that one thing caused another thing to happen.

Survey data can, however, reveal a great deal about a population of people’s attitudes, wants, and needs.
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